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Prepaid access vehicles have become perva-

sive in today’s world. Among other things, such

devices provide consumers with the ability to

load and store funds to be used for future pur-

chases of products and services at various ven-

dors, facilitating efficient and convenient cash-

free, and even card-free, transactions. Over the

past few years in particular, there has been tre-

mendous growth in the number and nature of

retail companies offering prepaid access devices

for purchases that can be made from almost

anywhere in the world, through websites and

mobile phone applications. For example, today’s

vacationing consumer can load funds into vari-

ous applications via a phone, and then, order

clothes to be delivered upon arrival, buy food en

route, and purchase new music or audiobooks for

the journey.

To keep pace with consumer demand for in-

stant purchasing power and to expand retail

reach, companies are offering novel means of us-

ing prepaid access, often in tandem with other

retail partners seeking to benefit from synergies.

Although many of the innovative prepaid access

approaches have been pioneered by start-ups and

emerging fintechs, well-established businesses,

including retail giants, also are expanding their

reach through creative prepaid offerings.

Many new entrants to the prepaid space are

encountering a regulatory regime with which

they have not had to wrestle in their existing busi-

ness operations. Specifically, the Financial

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), an

agency of the U.S. Treasury Department, regu-

lates “providers” and “sellers” of prepaid access

as part of its oversight responsibilities for various

entities covered by the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA).

Despite the name, the BSA—and FinCEN’s juris-

diction—are not limited to banks. The activities

of many nonbank entities are regulated and the

applicability of BSA requirements should be

fully considered before prepaid offerings are

launched, as compliance can be a time-

consuming and costly endeavor.

The foundational question is whether these

requirements will apply at all. Companies meet-

ing the definition of either a “provider” or a

“seller” ordinarily are covered by FinCEN’s

regulations. However, FinCEN has created an

exemption for “closed loop” prepaid arrange-

ments into which many companies seek to struc-

ture their operations. Determining whether a

prepaid arrangement falls within this exception

can be a challenging analysis, as FinCEN’s guid-

ance contains significant ambiguities. When the

exception is applied to partners operating in a

digital space, these ambiguities are often ampli-

fied because, in many ways, the regulatory frame-

work has not kept pace with innovation.

Ambiguities notwithstanding, timely consider-

ation of applicable regulations is important. Fail-

ure to comply with FinCEN’s requirements,
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absent cover from an applicable exception, could

subject a company to potential enforcement ac-

tion by the agency, including civil money

penalties. Other business impacts also could be

significant. Such action may draw the attention

of other regulators on unrelated compliance

issues. Moreover, regulatory action could result

in reputational damage and attendant negative

impacts on relationships with business partners

and service providers. For example, service

providers in the financial sector may be reticent

to engage with a company that has been cited for

BSA compliance deficiencies, regardless of

whether those issues have been timely and fully

remediated.

If issues pertaining to BSA applicability are

considered early in product design, they may

drive the design, enabling the company to craft a

product that will not subject the company to time-

consuming and costly BSA compliance enhance-

ments, or even re-engineering. If the operations

cannot be structured to fit within the exception,

the company will need to undertake steps to

comply with FinCEN’s regulations, but at the

very least, the company will be able to properly

prepare for the new regulatory regime that it may

face. Such steps would include allocating ap-

propriate lead time and more fully understanding

the costs that may be associated with the product.

The complex legal issues associated with ap-

plication of the closed loop exception in digital

environments are discussed in further detail

below, and in view of the high stakes that may be

associated with noncompliance, should be given

careful consideration.

MEANS OF OFFERING PREPAID
ACCESS

There are many potential examples where

FinCEN’s regulations intersect with digital prod-

ucts and services. They may include the follow-

ing scenarios and many others:

E A company offers an app-based wallet that

may be loaded with funds. The funds can

be used to purchase goods at the company’s

brick-and-mortar locations and on its

website. The funds also can be used to

purchase goods at certain other entities’

brick-and-mortar locations and those enti-

ties’ websites, even though the companies

are not otherwise affiliated through com-

mon ownership. The host company substan-

tially increases brand recognition, loyalty,

and may reap numerous other benefits by

facilitating a streamlined payment vehi-

cle—its application.

E A company offers an app-based wallet that

may be loaded with funds. The funds may

be used to purchase goods and services

from the company who hosts the applica-

tion as well as a network of other, unaffili-

ated merchants who share a common busi-

ness purpose. The host company deepens

customer relationships by allowing custom-

ers the ease of paying for products and ser-

vices encountered at the same event (i.e., a

concert), on the same trip (i.e., a vacation),

or for the same type of service (i.e.,

restaurants).

E An online vendor selling its own products

on its website offers products from separate
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vendors on its website. The customer can

purchase the products from the online ven-

dor and the separate vendors using funds it

loaded into a single account. From the

customer perspective, purchases from the

different vendors occur through one

transaction. The host company benefits in

ways which include customers returning to

its site through purchase of products it does

not produce. This setup is commonly re-

ferred to as a digital marketplace.

Whether FinCEN’s regulations apply to these

and similar scenarios will depend on how an in-

dividual prepaid arrangement is constructed. Ar-

eas of focus may include the number and loca-

tion of participating merchants, whether the

company central to the prepaid arrangement is

making the parameters and details of the setup

known to customers using the prepaid access de-

vices, and the purpose underlying the

arrangement.

LEGAL BACKGROUND

Overview

The BSA1 is primarily a recordkeeping and

reporting regulatory framework for covered

institutions designed to provide information to

law enforcement that may assist, among other

things, in criminal investigations involving

money laundering, terrorist financing, tax eva-

sion, and other illicit conduct.2 The BSA has been

subject to a series of legislative enhancements

since its original enactment in 1970; most re-

cently, the USA PATRIOT Act3 expanded the

BSA’s coverage to a host of nonbank financial

institutions. FinCEN’s implementing regulations,

in turn, place substantive BSA obligations on

these nonbank institutions. Among the covered

institutions are money services businesses

(MSBs).4 Under FinCEN’s regulations, if an

entity is a “provider” or a “seller” of “prepaid ac-

cess,” the entity is a MSB5 and will be subject to

requirements discussed in more detail below.6

To determine whether compliance with Fin-

CEN’s MSB requirements is mandated, a com-

pany must first answer the threshold question of

whether it is a “provider” or “seller” of prepaid

access. The current prepaid access regulatory

regime was implemented by FinCEN’s July 2011

Prepaid Access Final Rule, which generally

became effective in September 2011.7 In issuing

the Final Rule, FinCEN noted that the Rule

represented an “effort to establish a more compre-

hensive regulatory regime over an industry in

which technological advances had outpaced

existing regulation.”8 Due to the maturation of

the prepaid access market, the agency concluded

in 2011 that prepaid access warranted com-

mensurate BSA regulation with other MSB

categories.9 To address questions raised follow-

ing the Final Rule’s implementation, FinCEN is-

sued guidance as FAQs in November 2011 (2011

FAQs)10, and issued a supplemental set of FAQs

in March 2016 (2016 FAQs) in an attempt to ad-

dress recurring issues.11

Despite the recency of the Rule, and the

supplemental guidance, the rapid pace of techno-

logical advances has continued to outpace

regulation. As discussed below, this is particu-

larly true in connection with novel prepaid ac-

cess arrangements in the digital space.

Prepaid Programs and Prepaid Access

FinCEN’s regulatory definitions are central to

determining whether an entity is a covered “pro-

vider” or “seller” of prepaid access.12 Both the
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“provider” and, in part, the “seller” definition,

depend on the existence of a “prepaid program.”

Without a “prepaid program,” an entity will not

be considered a “provider” and may be able to

avoid inclusion in the definition of “seller” as

well. As defined by FinCEN, a “prepaid program”

is “an arrangement under which one or more

persons acting together provide(s) prepaid

access.”13

A “provider” under FinCEN’s regulations is

the “participant within a prepaid program that

agrees to serve as the principal conduit for access

to information from its fellow program

participants.”14 As relevant to this article, one

way an entity can be a “seller” under FinCEN’s

regulations is if it “receives funds in exchange

for an initial loading or subsequent loading of

prepaid access” and sells that prepaid access “of-

fered under a prepaid program . . . .”15

FinCEN’s regulations specifically except sev-

eral types of arrangements from the “prepaid

program” definition.16 The most relevant excep-

tion here is for closed loops: an arrangement will

not be a “prepaid program” if it “provides closed

loop prepaid access to funds not to exceed $2,000

maximum value that can be associated with a

prepaid access device or vehicle on any day.”17

Despite FinCEN’s bright-line monetary thresh-

old, ambiguities spring from the nested term

“closed loop prepaid access,” defined as “access

to funds or the value of funds that can be used

only for goods or services in transactions involv-

ing a defined merchant or location (or set of loca-

tions), such as a specific retailer or retail chain, a

college campus, or a subway system.”18 FinCEN

further nested within that definition the phrase

“defined merchant or location (or set of loca-

tions),” which is subject to differing interpreta-

tions that were not clarified by FinCEN at the

time the phrase was introduced in 2011.19

Defined Merchant or Location

The Final Rule’s preamble—normally a win-

dow into an agency’s thinking—provides limited

insight into the definition of defined merchant

memorialized in the regulation. FinCEN stated in

2011 that it specifically sought to “clarify” that a

“defined merchant may comprise a set of affili-

ated retailers or retail chains.”20 The agency

explained in the preamble that during the rule

drafting process, it relied on public comments

from a “broad range of American retailers,” who

together generally advised that closed loop pre-

paid access was traditionally viewed as usable

“within a narrowly-defined universe of

entities.”21 These commenters advised that such a

“narrowly-defined universe” could be composed

of, for example, a group of retailers “linked by

common ownership, corporate affiliation or

geographic proximity.”22

Several years later, FinCEN dedicated a FAQ

to address questions regarding the term “defined

merchant.” In its 2016 FAQs, FinCEN indicated

“defined merchant” is broader than entities linked

through corporate affiliation. Specifically, “de-

fined merchant” includes “additional unaffiliated

partner merchants” joined for the “limited pur-

pose of providing a closed loop prepaid access

program.”23 The FAQ provides an example that

would pass regulatory muster: a family entertain-

ment company offers a “get-away weekend”

featuring partners providing theme park admis-

sion, lodging, dining, and travel arrangements.24

The company informs purchasers of its get-away

weekend partners in media promotions, websites,

and via marketing materials.25 As a result, the
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partners are identified and made known explicitly

to the purchasers, and FinCEN concludes that

“the standard of a ‘defined merchant’ has been

met.”26

This FAQ also illustrates various means by

which participating merchants can be identified

to consumers in closed loop arrangements. These

means seemingly would include adding partners’

names, logos, or trademarks on prepaid access

devices themselves, in accompanying materials,

or through referrals to public websites.27 Regard-

less of the chosen means, FinCEN concludes that

“[a]s long as the universe of merchants is identifi-

able and articulated to the purchasing public, and

the partner merchants are joined for the limited

purpose of providing a closed loop prepaid ac-

cess program, such an arrangement falls within

the term ‘defined merchant.’ ”28

DIFFICULTIES IN APPLYING
FINCEN’S DEFINITIONS TO
NEW FORMS OF OFFERING
PREPAID ACCESS

Since 2011, when the Final Rule was issued,

commerce has moved beyond physical devices

like gift cards or gift certificates, and once again,

it is evident that “technological advances ha[ve]

outpaced existing regulation” in this space.29 Ac-

cordingly, even though FinCEN issued a specific

FAQ relating to the scope of a “defined mer-

chant,” ambiguities remain when applying Fin-

CEN’s guidance in the context of digital market-

places and application-based prepaid

arrangements. As described below, there are open

questions about: (i) the outer limits of numerical

and/or geographical expansion of the definition;

(ii) the standards for disclosure of participating

merchants to consumers; (iii) the permissible

purpose(s) of the arrangement; and (iv) the extent

that the term “defined location” covers non-

physical locations.

Whether a particular prepaid arrangement will

qualify for the closed loop exception, ultimately,

will be driven by the nuances of the arrange-

ment’s design—factors that must be carefully

evaluated in view of regulatory ambiguities.

Numerical and Geographic Boundaries

The preamble to the Final Rule suggests that

FinCEN struggled to demarcate where along the

spectrum an arrangement would fall outside its

permissible scope with respect to defined mer-

chants or locations. It appears that at a minimum,

FinCEN originally intended its exception to be

somewhat limited in terms of number of mer-

chants and relative locations. The examples listed

in the regulatory definition—a retailer or chain,

college campus, or subway system—are limited

in either number or by geographic proximity, or

both. However, the preamble’s affirmation that a

“defined merchant” includes a “set of affiliated

retailers or retail chains” reasonably can be read

to expand the numerical and geographic bounda-

ries beyond the definition’s examples.

FinCEN clarified in 2016 that permissible ar-

rangements also could include unaffiliated mer-

chants, a significant definitional expansion. Inclu-

sion of unaffiliated merchants within a

permissible closed loop could be read to imply

that FinCEN’s initial focus on numerical or

geographic limits transitioned to a more elastic

standard for determining a “defined merchant.”

The outer limits of a more elastic definition

remain unclear, but it stands to reason that the

greater the number of merchants, the more risk
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that an arrangement will fall outside of the defi-

nition of a defined merchant or location.

Disclosure Methods to Consumers

The 2016 FAQs suggest that FinCEN also may

consider more than numeric or geographical fac-

tors when evaluating whether a prepaid arrange-

ment falls within the regulatory parameters. In

these FAQs, FinCEN states that the “universe” of

merchants must be “identifiable and articulated

to the purchasing public.” Accordingly, it would

appear that the degree to which merchants are

identified and disclosed to the public plays into

the analysis of whether merchants are defined,

and that such factors may even provide some

cover where an arrangement includes an expan-

sive number of merchants scattered

geographically.

FinCEN delineates several methods through

which it understood, as of 2016, existing mer-

chants enumerated participating merchants or

directed customers to relevant information. The

space between these cited examples and the

governing standard—“identifiable and articu-

lated”—remains somewhat gray under certain

factual scenarios, but the agency has provided

some guideposts that provide a good starting

point. The implementation of means to identify

and articulate participating merchants could have

significant operational impacts on the design and

roll-out of a particular product or service, mak-

ing this area crucial at the preliminary planning

stages.

The Permissible Purposes of Such
Arrangements

As noted above, FinCEN provided that so long

as “the partner merchants are joined for the

limited purpose of providing a closed loop pre-

paid access program,” the defined merchant stan-

dard would be met. However, the agency has not

clarified the meaning of the phrase “limited

purpose” for which unaffiliated merchants must

be joined. This is notable because today’s mer-

chants partner in arrangements of varying degrees

of complexity, allowing participants to maximize

synergies in marketing, advertising, outreach,

payment processing, and product distribution,

among other things. These activities go beyond

mere acceptance of payments and complement

what may still be the primary purpose of the ar-

rangement—offering prepaid access.

Neither FinCEN’s rule nor its guidance have

provided a bright line on when limited purpose

becomes something other than providing prepaid

access, especially where an arrangement has

features which maximize economies of scale and

other business strengths. Making matters more

complex, if the joined merchants allow payment

for products and services through means other

than prepaid access, would this further erode a

conclusion that the merchants are aligned for the

“limited purpose” of providing prepaid access?

Interpreting the phrase “limited purpose” in a

manner that is unduly narrow could severely

constrict business partnerships that incorporate

prepaid access among a suite of benefits offered

by the cooperative effort. The question, as with

many other aspect of the Final Rule and Fin-

CEN’s guidance, as applied to a rapidly evolving

digital world, is where the line should be drawn.

Meaning of “Defined . . . Location[s]”

Despite the focus on “defined merchant” in

FinCEN’s guidance, that term is not the only

legal avenue to accessing the closed loop

exception. FinCEN’s regulatory definition of
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“closed loop prepaid access” depends on access

to funds used in transactions that may involve a

defined merchant or a “defined . . . location (or

set of locations).” Although on the surface this

may appear to be a more straightforward path for

qualifying for an exception, FinCEN has not

provided any specific guidance regarding the

phrase “defined . . . location (or set of

locations).” Among other questions, it is unclear

whether locations must be physical, or whether a

“defined . . . location” could include digital

locations such as websites or other electronic

“locations.” In today’s digital environment,

however, it stands to reason that electronic “loca-

tions” should be included: if a consumer views

him or herself as purchasing goods from a vendor,

there does not appear to be a strong argument that

the purchase location’s existence as a brick-and-

mortar storefront or a virtual location is of impor-

tance, so long as the location is defined.

If FinCEN interpreted its definition of “closed

loop prepaid access” to mean access to funds that

can be used for goods or services in transactions

involving a defined set of websites—fitting web-

site into the regulation’s term “defined loca-

tion”—a company may be able to bypass the dif-

ficulties interpreting “defined merchant,” a

significant benefit for vendors participating in a

digital marketplace concept described above.

CONSEQUENCES OF GETTING
IT WRONG

As noted above, the consequences of failing to

interpret the protective scope of the closed loop

exception can be significant. Substantive require-

ments attendant to MSB status under the BSA

include registration with FinCEN,30 development

and implementation of a BSA compliance pro-

gram,31 and certain reporting32 and recordkeeping

obligations.33 An erroneous determination that

the BSA does not apply—obviating MSB regis-

tration—could cause a series of derivative

violations. Such an entity would not have imple-

mented an effective BSA compliance program,

filed required reports, or retained required

records. FinCEN’s enforcement authority for

violations of its regulations includes assessment

of civil penalties up to $8,249 per day for failure

to register.34 The agency can assess much higher

monetary penalties for willful or grossly negli-

gent recordkeeping violations, patterns of negli-

gent violations of the BSA’s implementing regu-

lations, or willful violations of BSA

requirements, among other things.35

OTHER INTERRELATED LEGAL
CONSIDERATIONS

While not the focus of this article, there are

several other, related legal considerations atten-

dant to entering the prepaid access space that

reinforce the need to conduct a comprehensive

analysis of a proposed arrangement early in the

development stages. First, if the company is

involved in the acceptance and transmission of

funds, it may fall within FinCEN’s definition of a

“money transmitter”—rendering the entity an

MSB regardless of its status as a “provider” or

“seller.”36 Second, companies may also have to

register with state regulators under state money

transmission laws, which, to varying degrees,

incorporate prepaid access (or stored value), may

or may not include closed loop exceptions, and

may or may not track with FinCEN’s language.37

CONCLUSION

FinCEN’s issuance of new and updated guid-
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ance in this space would benefit companies offer-

ing innovative prepaid access devices. As with

other aspects of the BSA, the prepaid access

regulations could use further modernization and

supplementation to account for technological

developments. Recent Congressional action and

regulatory pronouncements have signaled that

BSA changes may be on the horizon, but issu-

ance of additional guidance from FinCEN on this

topic is unlikely. While informal guidance from

FinCEN can be requested, any responses received

may not be timely to keep up with business

operations, or may provide insufficient comfort

to legal or compliance departments opining on

the product or service offerings.

Due to the difficulty of interpreting FinCEN’s

guidance and the stakes involved, the best corpo-

rate strategy is to be proactive in evaluating and

addressing risk. As a first step, we recommend

completing a comprehensive analysis of Fin-

CEN’s regulations, as applied to the facts and cir-

cumstances of any prepaid access arrangement,

and do so as early in product development as

possible. Undertaking such an analysis will al-

low a company to determine whether there are

ambiguities related to application of the closed

loop exception, and if so, the magnitude of those

ambiguities. Once that analysis is completed, a

company can determine its level of comfort with

application of the exception and the risk it is will-

ing to take if the answer is unclear. Moreover, if

an analysis is conducted at the product design

phase, modifications can be implemented to the

arrangement’s design that may result in closer

alignment with regulatory expectations, even in a

regulatory environment where such ambiguities

remain.

Insofar as a company seeks to rely on the

closed loop exception, contemporaneous docu-

mentation of why the company concluded that

the exception applies is also recommended.

Documented analysis can be extremely helpful in

demonstrating to regulators that thorny legal is-

sues were considered and the company operated

in good faith in relying on the exception, if the

company’s interpretation ultimately is

challenged.
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